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National report gives
Michigan D- in K-12 education
By Mark Couturier
GVL Staff Writer
A new report from the National Council on
Teacher Quality gives Michigan a failing grade
when it comes to preparing and retaining effective

that teachers could leam on the job. The bias of this
report is coming from that agenda.”
King said GVSU’s education program does a
good job preparing teachers, and the state’s board
of education has ranked the program
“exemplary” for

teachers in K-12 education.
The
study,
which
was
conducted during the last three
years,* looked at each state’s
policies regarding teacher training
and retention and graded them in
five key areas: delivering wellprepared teachers, expanding the
teaching pool, identifying effective
teachers, retaining effective teachers
and dismissing ineffective teachers.
Michigan scored poorly on all fronts
and received an overall grade of D
minus.
However, Michigan was not
alone. If the United States were one
big classroom, all of the students
would be reprimanded for poor
academic performance and at least a
few of them would be held back. Forty
states earned a D, seven earned a C and
three received F’s.
However,
the
report
praised
Michigan’s
policy
of
requiring
induction for all new teachers. The state
legislature has also passed a measure
aimed at improving teacher evaluation
and alternative certification policies.
Caryn King, associate dean of
Grand Valley State University’s College
of Education, said the report used
factual evidence to make a misleading
assessment.
“The public needs to know the whole
story, which is more complicated than is
National Counci* on Tewhe*
aandinfcbythe
shown in this study,” King said. “About
* b»sed on
two decades ago, several education
groups, including the National Board
for Professional Teaching Standards,
pushed for more expertise with regard to
three consecutive years.
effective practice. As a result, stronger field
She also said Michigan needs to reconsider funding
experience and toughercoursework wereemphasized
formulas for public education and restructure its
in education programs. However, a competing
accreditation process by focusing on design features
agenda was circulating and it said teaching did not
associated with effective education programs.
require highly specialized knowledge and skills and
Michael Zoerhoff, assistant superintendent of

Michiga*1

human resources for Kentwood
Public Schools, said he believes
Michigan’s current teaching
policies work.
“I disagree with this
report,” Zoerhoff said.
I “We have high standards
^ . for our teachers. For
\ example, in order to

GVL I Dan Mkhniewiu
Rick DeVos. above, started
TheCommon.org with Benjamin Gott

i keep their certification,
\ all teachers must take at

k-12 Education

least 15 graduate credits
over a five-year span, and new teachers are
required to take an additional 15 credit
hours above that. As a result, most of the
teachers in Michigan end up getting a
master’s degree throughout their careers.
And the amount of time that education
students spend in the classroom prior to
| becoming teachers is good. They start
| with tutoring students one-on-one and
I gradually work their way to teaching an
l entire class for a semester. And all this
-

happens before they get their first job.”
Professor Ishmael Hakim, who
1 teaches English as a Second language
[

at the College of Education, said he

believes the report’s assessment of
Michigan’s teacher training policies
is accurate.
“Michigan
produces
many
qualified teachers but the state does
not stress diversity and cultural
awareness enough in its education
programs, and this is especially true
l ofGVSU,” Hakim said. “In today’s
world, quality instruction entails
teaching all aspects of a person.
If you have experience dealing
with students of different cultural
backgrounds, it makes you a
better teacher. You just can’t live
in a bubble and be effective.”
Hakim, who taught ESL at
two universities in Florida before coming to GVSU,
said Honda does a better job of preparing teachers
for a diverse classroom.
The NCTQ report agreed, giving Florida an
overall C.

news@ lanthnm rom

University makes changes
to demographics reporting
By Samantha Butcher
GVL Staff Writer

GVL / Lindsey Waggoner

Some studies question the effectiveness and quality of Michigan's teachers.

Stark: faculty work hard
no matter tenure status
National Education Association questions
incentive for quality among tenured faculty
By Samantha Butcher
GVL Staff Writer
As colleges across the country
struggle with inadequate evaluations,
some critics point the finger at tenured
professors, blaming them for poor
educational quality. Sources at Grand
Valley State University, however, say
this is not the case.
“The faculty here work really hand
no matter what their tenure status is,”
said Gary Stark, associate dean of
faculty. “They Lake pride in what they
do, and there arc annual evaluations
for raises and promotions, so they still
have an incentive to do their best.”
According to the Office of
Institutional Analysis,GVSUcurrmtly
employs 790 regular professors —
177 of them are tenured. With 22
percent of the faculty awarded tenure
stahis. GVSU is below the national
average of 33 percent.
To achieve tenure,faculty members
are placed on a six-year probationary
period. At the end of their pmhat ion. a
committee evaluates each professor's

teaching performance, scholarship
and service. Professors not awarded
tenure are let go.
Stark said tenure is a necessity in
the uncertain education career field.
“When it was instituted, it was in
part to give security so that people
could teach and do scholarship in areas
that perhaps might be controversial
and not have to fear they’d lose their
job for teaching a subject orexpressing
opinions,” Stark said.
Stark also added tenure has
economic benefits for professors as
well.
“It provides economic security'
for a profession that is not always
very well paid as other jobs in the
private world,” he said. “A longerterm institutional commitment makes
up for the less impressive monetary
compensation ”
Tenure provides job security for
professors by guaranteeing them due
process before they can be disciplined
or terminated. According to the

On Feb. 3, students opened their
e-mails to find a message from the
registrar, notifying them Grand Valley
State University changed the way it
collects information about students’
ethnicities.
The new system, which was
implemented in compliance with
federal laws, was intended to “better
reflect the ethnic identities of people
who found they could not adequately
describe their background by selecting
a single category,” according to the
e-mail.
The registrar especially urged
students who consider themselves
Pacific Islanders to edit their ethnicity
on My Banner, as it was one of the
revised categories. In addition to
changing the different racial categories,
the
new
demographic
reporting
system also allows students to identify
themselves as multiracial, selecting

one or more ethnicities from the five
categories given.
The changes on campus are a
reflection of a large-scale push by the
federal government to collect a more
accurate picture of the American
public.
Changes to the 2010 Census have
also been implemented, including a
more diverse set of ethnicities than ever
before. The government has placed a
emphasis on people’s ability to identify
themselves as several ethnicities,
as 1-in-50 Americans now consider
themselves multiracial.
“The
federal
changes
were
undertaken in response to feedback
from individuals and groups from all
sectors of American life, including but
not limited to higher education,” said
Philip Batty, the director of Institutional
Analysis. “We have occasionally
received comments or aim plaints
that the categories, both the old ones

See Demographics, A2

l Black
(Indian
Aslan
I Hispanic
IWhlte
Not reported

By Dan Michniewicz
GVL Web Managing Editor
In every community, there
are the “haves” — who can
afford to volunteer and donate
— and the “have-nots” — who
could use the haves’ help. But
it is not always easy for these
two groups to get together.
TheCommon.org seeks to
change this.
Co-founded
by
Rick
DeVos and Benjamin Gott,
TheCommon.org connects a
community’s
philanthropic
organizations
with
local
volunteers and donors.
“People want to help each
other, and we want to make
that
easier,”
DeVos
said
Tuesday during a presentation
hosted by the Center of
Entrepreneurship on Grand
Valley
State
University’s
Allendale Campus.
DeVos and Gott explained
how TheCommon.org’s users
can add “abilities,” tasks they
are willing to help out with,
and “needs,” things they need
or tasks with which they need
help.
Needs can include anything
from a request for a handyman
to a request for a bi-weekly lift
to the doctor’s office. Once a
user adds a need, any user who
belongs to
the
same
“A way to
community
think about
can
view
it is you're
that
need
and
essentially
consider
creating an
lending
a
helping
eBay listing
hand.
for your
“A way
need."
to
think
about
it
RICK DEVOS
is
you’re
CO-FOUNDER OF
essentially
THECOMMON
creating
ORG
an
eBay
listing
for
your need,” DeVos said.
GVSU is the first university
with a community on the Web
site.
“There’s a huge amount of
people (at GVSU), and just
by that sheer number there
are going to be a lot of people
with the abilities people are
looking for,” Gott said.
Cory
Cain,
president
of GVSU’s CoE, said the
university’s new community
on the Web site should help
student
organizations
find
volunteers more easily.
“We have all these different
groups here — Habitat for
Humanity, Circle K — that
have these needs,” Cain said.
“Now they don’t have to
search around.”
After a community creates
an account on the Web site,
it can “blend” with another
community.
Members
of
blended communities can view

86%
GVL / Staff

See Faculty, A2

Volunteers
meet needs
through online
community

See Web site, A2

GVSU recently implemented a new system for students to report their ethnicity.
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Faculty
continued from page A1
National
Education
Association,
2
percent
of tenured
faculty
are
terminated annually, and
job security has caused
some to suggest tenured
professors are more likely
to let their teaching quality
slip than their untenured
coworkers.
The NEA proposed in a

brochure that universities’
emphasis on research is
driving tenured professors
to let their classroom efforts
fall by the wayside.
• “Recent studies indicate
that research is valued too
much and good teaching
too little, in getting the best
salaries at many four-year
colleges and universities,”
the NEA report said. “This
imbalance is not created
by
uncaring
professors

FERRIS COFFEE & NUT

but by fierce institutional
competition for government
and
private
research
dollars.”
Stark said this is not
a problem at GVSU as
the
university evaluates
professors on their teaching
first and foremost.
Student Chelsea Cooper
agrees
with
Stark’s
assessment that tenure does
not impact the quality of an
instructor.
“All the professors
that I have had have
done an excellent job,”
she said. “I don’t think
that tenured professors
slack off because they
can’t be fired as easily.

Grand Valley Lanthorn

It’s more about the specific
professor. If they are the
type of person to slack
off, then they will. If they
are passionate about their
subject and about teaching,
then they won’t.”
Stark said he understands
the theoretical problem with
tenure but does not believe
it has had any negative
impacts on the education
GVSU students receive.
“I
suppose
there
is
always
the
possibility
that someone might be
less productive after they
achieve tenure,” he said.
“But I haven’t experienced
that here.”
sbutcher@ lanthorn .com

Web site
continued from page A1

the
needs
of
both
communities instead of just
the community to which
they belong.
“Think
about
two
communities friending each
other,” Gott said.
While the Center of
Entrepreneurship
created
the GVSU community on
TheCommons.org only three

weeks ago, it has already
blended with multiple Grand
Rapids-based organizations.
One such organization is
Degag6 Ministries, which
aids the poor and homeless
living in Grand Rapids’
Heartside District.
Bradi
Fitzpatrick,
D£gag6
Ministries’
volunteer coordinator, said
her organization uses the
services on TheCommon.
org often.

Demographics
continued from page A1

and the new ones, don’t
completely
represent
diversity
of
people’s
the
backgrounds. But both old and
new codes were designed to
comply with federal reporting
standards.”
AsofFeb. 11,828 individuals
have posted a change in their
ethnicity on MyBanner.
Vice
president
for
Affirmative Action
lYwight
Hamilton said although GVSU
will continue to comply with
federal
affirmative
action
requirements,
the
changes
will not have any impact
on
university
policies
or

Fitzpatrick added many
of D6gag6’s patrons do not
have the means or skills with
which to access and use the
Internet, so the organization
posts needs on their behalf.
“Say they
need help
moving into their apartment
or help with a used car,” she
said. “People will connect
with us though different
churches or groups, and
we’ve gotten a good response
through that.”

scholarships.
“We don’t expect major
shifts in our undeistanding of
the demographic background
of our students, faculty or
staff,” Hamilton said. ‘To the
extent that people identify
themselves with multiple ethnic
backgrounds,
we’re
likely
to see some increase in the
counts within each particular
category”
Registrar Jerry Montag said
the transition has been smooth,
with only a handful of students
raising questions or concerns.
Students
with
questions
about the change should contact
the Student Assistance Center
ore-mail regdept#gvsu.edu..
sbutcher@ lanthorn £om

While
DeVos
and
Gott
liberally
employed
social
networking
lingo
to describe TheCommons.
org’s
functionality,
they
emphasized the Web site
is not just another social
networking site.
“It’s really interesting —
the people you can meet,
the things you can do,” Gott
said. “And it doesn’t take up
a lot of time.”
webman @ lanthorn .com

DPS apprehends graffiti artist
MASSES
A student has confessed to creating
graffiti on GVSU’s Allendale and Pew
campuses. The student was apprehended
after
university
police
launched
investigative surveillance of the areas on
the Allendale Campus where the graffiti
had most frequently appeared. Police also
recovered items at the suspect’s residence
that could be used to create graffiti. The
damage caused by the graffiti cost more
than $200 to repair.

MONDAY-FRIDAY 5:15PM
SATURDAY 4PM
SUNDAY 9AM & 11AM

FISH FRY DINNER
FRIDAYS FI B 19'"-MAR26'"
4:00 7I‘M S8.50 All YOt CAN FAT

733 BRIDGE ST. N\V
GRAND RAPIDS, Ml 49504

(616)458-3213
WWW.STJA.MFSPARlSIU ATHOl K.WKB.COM

The GVSU Department of Public
Safety said they are looking to combine
the student’s separate offenses into a
single charge of malicious destruction
of property valued between $200 and
$1,000 and will submit their report to the
prosecutor’s office shortly. The potential
charge is a high court misdemeanor which
carries a penalty of up to one year in jail.

f
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Graffiti such as these pictures shown above and below have become frequent sights on GVSU's
campuses. These samples of graffiti were found in the Kirkhof Center. ,
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Alumnus blazes along campaign trail

News in lirief

107th district Republican candidate Frank Foster balances stress on way to House of Representatives
48 West opens
competition for free rent
On Saturday, the Village
at 48 West will conduct a
scavenger hunt for free rent
for an entire unit for the
2010-11 school year
Currently there are 70
teams of four signed up
to participate in the event,
which will take place from
11 a m. to 3 p m.
- In
addition

to

the

scavenger hunt, there will be
live music and a reception
to announce the winner of
all of the prizes, including
the free rent.

'Students on Tap' seek
survey respondents
The
Student
Environmental Coalitions’
"Students on Tap” effort
asks GVSU students to
participate in its online
survey.
The aim of the survey
-is to find out statistics on
students’ vending habits in
an effort to provide students
With viable alternatives to
drinking
vended
bottled
water.
The survey can be found
at http://tinyurl.com/gvsh20
for students who wish to
participate.

Submissions sought for
women's center journal
,

The Women’s Center
iS seeking submissions for
its eighth edition of “In
^()ur Own Words: A journal
About Women.”
'Hie journal is primarily
focused on women; however,

both men and women are
welcome to submit entries
for the journal.
Submissions
should
be sent * via e-mail to
!*6e Women’s Center at
>tfomenctr@gvsu.edu. The
Women’s Center asks all
‘JhbtWis^ons include a shoH
$vtbocs note
The
deadline
lor
Submission is Feb. 26. The
Quintal will be presented at
>bc annual Women’s Center
:5te> Party on March 23 and
Bill later be made available
Io the public.
X

,«r„

> Look Inside Healthcare'
Xbnch and learn
y ITie Johnson Center for
J^iilanthropy, located at 201
rront Ave. SW in downtown
[Grand Rapids, will host “A
4/X)k Inside Healthcare: It’s
^hanging Dynamic” Brown
Bag

I .unch

and

Ixam

Jeries.
Z- Margaret Schulte, Ph D.,
Associate
professor
for
£*VSU’s graduate program
tn health administration,
will discuss the many forces
at work today changing
the health care landscape,
drawing from her recent
book “Healthcare in the
U.S.A.: An Introduction.”
ITte event will take place
Wednesday
from 11:30
a.m. to Ip.m. at the
Pew
[Campus’ Johnson Center
for Philanthropy.

Volunteers needed for
study, MLK committees
;

Jeanne
Arnold,
vice
president for Inclusion and
• Equity, is seeking volunteers
■ for the University Climate
Study and the Martin Luther
King Jr. Executive Planning
[Committee.
Both committees will
[commence in the spring of
[2010. In addition to Arnold,
[Neal
Rogness, associate
•professor of statistics, will
■also chair the University
• Climate Study Committee.
• 'Hie MLK Committee will
[be co-chaired by Bobby
! Sponger, associate director
[of Multicultural Affairs, and
[a faculty member who is yet
to be determined. In addition,
there will be numerous
•MLK subcommittees. Each
•subcommittee will also need
ico-chairs.
\

Students,

[staff

faculty

members

and

interested

[in submitting their names
[should send an e-mail to
[Jessie Holland at hollajes@
[gvsu.edu. The deadline for
'submitting names is March
•12.

By Anya Zentmeyer
GVl Assistant News Editor
Since
this
past
summer,
Grand
Valley
State
University
alumnus Frank Foster has been
on the campaign trail as the 2010
Republican
candidate
for
the
107th district of the House of
Representatives.
Foster has knocked on doors,
scheduled interviews, networked
and reworked without a minute
to spare. Although he said time
management can be difficult and at
times quite overwhelming, Foster
has managed to keep a cool head
throughout these busy months.
“Trying to be everywhere at
once is difficult,” Foster said. “It’s
a large geographical district, so
you just have to dedicate your time

to what you are doing and know
that you may not be able to get to
everything. Every day you need to
wake up, and try
to get to the most
things as possible;
try
to
see
as
many people as
possible and not
worry about it,
take phone calls
for the next day
and the evening,
and get up and Ftstar
do the same thing
tomorrow.”
Foster’s calm and collected
persona not only helped him raise
funds - almost $16,000 in the last 40
days - but also garnered him support
from community leaders such as
Republican Sen. Jason Allen, who

has recently agreed to throw the
Foster kick-off fundraiser. Foster
said he hopes to raise $50,0(H) by
May 12, the filing deadline for the
campaign.
“We’ve
getting
the
support
Sen. Jason Allen as far as helping
us from a process standpoint and
a campaign strategy standpoint,”
Foster said. “He’s well respected up
here in his district, and him helping
out our campaign legitimizes it and
gives us an edge.”
Foster served two terms as
GVSU’s Student Senate president
and values higher education as a
top priority in his campaign, hoping
to find and secure more funding
for higher education programs like
GVSU.
Recently Foster emceed at the
2010 Presidents’ Ball and has

worked on setting up a graduate’s
network
near
Allendale
and
surrounding Michigan areas.
“I just interviewed an intern from
Grand Valley that’s from Petoskey
and we’ve got her signed on and
we’re looking for more graduates to
help up in the district,” Foster said.
Foster, 23, continues to place a
lot of focus on keeping the youth
living and working in Michigan
after their educations are through.
Hard work, he hopes, will keep the
dream alive.
“Hard work is paying off,” Foster
said. “It’s really positive to £ee
that young candidates can make a
difference and have some influence
and come back to northern Michigan
to live and work.”
assistantnews@lanthorn.com

University welcomes Tom Fellows
to academic advising team
By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL Assistant News Editor
Every
year
students
graduate from Grand Valley
State University, passing
through its archway and
hoping to find their own
place in the world.
Thomas
Fellows,
a
GVSU graduate and Holtarea native has finally found
his place - right back where
he started.
Fellows has now taken
residence in the College of ■
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Academic Advising office
as one of the GVSU staff
members he studied under
years ago, opening his ears
and his ability to the students
that walk through his door
looking for guidance.
Holding* a
bachelor’s
degree
in
physical
education with an emphasis
on coaching and a master’s
degree in adult and higher
education, Fellows started
out his advising career at
Michigan State University,
where he was an instructor
in a program called Upward
Bound.
“The
Upward
Bound
Program provides support
for college entrance to high

school students who are from
low-income families and/or
families in which neither
parent holds a bachelor’s
degree,” Fellows said. “I
worked with students from
Lansing Public Schools.”
At MSU he also worked
as a mentor in the StudentAthlete Support Services
Program,
working
with
mostly
football,
track
and
women’s
basketball
players.
During
the
summers,
Fellows is a mentor with
the
Central
Michigan
University Upward Bound
Summer Academy, where
he works with students from
Detroit Frederick Douglass
High School and Detroit
Internationa]
Academy
with the same objectives in
mind.
Fellows has always felt
drawn
toward
athletics,
playing on a team during
high school and college, and
throughout his career he has
tried to take that influence
along with him.
While
enrolled
in
graduate school at GVSU,
he channeled his athleticism
into the world of academia.
“I
was an
instructor
for the basketball activity

course and I was also an
intern in the Laker Academic
Center with the Life Skills
Program,” Fellows said. “I
also worked as a math tutor
for student-athletes.”
Fellows was influenced
by GVSU staff member
Damon Arnold, the director
of student services for Leaker
Athletics.
After watching Arnold
as an advisor, Fellows said
he admired the impact he
had on students, including
himself. Fellows plans to
follow Arnold’s example
and apply some of his
methods when working with
his own students.
A fan of basketball,
music and books, Fellows is
also an advocate for youth,
wanting to impact the lives
of those students he will
advise in the coming years.
With a soft spot for
students and the heart to
help them, Fellows said he
hopes to follow in Arnold’s
footsteps and do just that.
“I want to work hard to
help students have a good
college experience and plan
for their future,” Fellows
added.
ass istan tnews @ lan thorn .com

GVl / Brian B
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Sports enthusiast Tom Foster graduated from GVSU and has
returned to the university as an academic advisor for CLAS.

Junior gets in touch with green thumb
By Molly Waite

and faculty at Grand Valley.

GVL Staff Writer
ITiough the currently snowcovered, frozen ground is not
ideal for gardening. Grand
Valley
State
University’s
Community Garden still lies in
wait for the rejuvenating days of
spring. Gardening is more than
just a hobby for junior Kendall
Gilbert, environmental studies
minor who is a member of the
Community Garden Council at
GVSU.
The Community Garden
was created as a student project
in 2(X)8 to create a sustainable
local food source and to teach
students
about
agricultural
practices and organic foods. The
I .anthorn sat down with Gilbert
to find out about her experiences
working in the Community
Garden.
l/mthom:
What is the
Community Garden?
Gilbert: The Community
Garden was the creative project
of a group of students in
Professor Kelly Parker’s class
in 2008. They had to identify
a
regional
environmental
problem and develop a solution.
Ihey knew that sources of local,
fresh, and organic food were
scarce and they wanted to create
a sustainable local food system.
The garden is a place where
people can I earn to produce
food, become educated about
organic agriculture practices
and meet people with the same
interests. The fanner’s market
is a part of the vision of the
garden, and the market serves as
a place where local farmers can
sell their produce to students

lanthorn: What does being
a member of the Community
Garden Council entail?
Gilbert: 'The Community
Garden Council is responsible
for the oversight of the garden
and the Grand Valley farmers
market. I work with Bart Bartels
of the Sustainable Community
Development Initiative on the
Council, and right now we are
working with students in the
environmental studies capstixie
and with the liberal studies
applied sustainability course
to set up projects, research,
and fieldwork for students and
faculty. We would like to set
up programming for beginning
gardeners, and set up workshops
on different agricultural topics.
We are also looking in to
building a hothouse on the
property this spring, which is a
greenh<xi.se we can grow in year

land, but a sense of stewardship
for their community.
Lanthorn: Why is having a
community garden important to
GVSU?
Gilbert: A few days ago a
woman said to me,“It’s a terrible
thing to waste a g<xxl economic
disaster”! cixildn’t agree more.
IXiring World War I and Wixld
War II, people planted victixy
gardens to ensure that they
would have access to fcxxl.
Victory gardens were a sense
of national pride and a symbol
of self- sufficiency, and now
into the next century we’re
seeing devastated cities like

Detroit absolutely thrive in the
community urban agriculture
movement. Now is a good time
to convince people of the need
to go back to sixne agrarian
principles, to value land, to
value people who w<xk the land,
and to understand the economic
and social benefits of producing
food close to home.
Lanthorn: What's next for
the Community Garden?
Gilbert: Garden plots will be
made available fix reservatiixi
soon. People will be able to
reserve individual plots, gnxip
plots, or a sp<H fix a community
supported agriculture program.

Students who would like
to join the community garden
council can e-mail Bart Bartels
bartelsba@gvsu.edu or Kendall
Gilbert
at
gilberke@mail.
gvsu.edu. Those wishing to
do an independent agricultural
research project can a hi tact
Melissa Baker- Boosamra at
bakertxxn@gvsu.edu.
For
more information abexit the
Community Garden, visit http://
www.gvsugarden.com/
or
Facebtxik GVSU Community
Garden.
mwaite@ lanth/>m com

round.
Lanthorn : What do you like
best about your job?
Gilbert: I love working
(xi the garden. After staring at
PowerPoint presentatiixis and
computer screens all day, it’s
nice to know you can I cam
sixiicthing fnxn spending a few
hixirs with nothing but dirt and
plants. It’s also great that the
garden is so new and we have
a Uxi of different things we
can do with it. I have a good
time trying to get people out
of the classnxxn and actually
attempting to do the things they
talk and theorize about. It’s
good to see people not only with
a sense of stewardship for the

5*-*:

Courtesy Photo / GVSU Community Garden

The Community Garden was planted in 2008 as part of GVSU's community efforts for sustainability
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editorial@lanthorn.com

EDITORIAL CARTOON

Public domain
While everyone has a right to self
expression, some venues are more
acceptable than others for sharing one’s
insights.
No artist can control when or where inspiration will strike, and
nothing should attempt to stifle the expression of that inspiration.
However, the wall of a bathroom stall may not be the ideal place
to display one’s latest work of art or profound thought of the day.
Though we all pay tuition to attend this fine university, we
cannot lay claim to any certain area as our own personal property
to do with as we choose. It is important to respect our fellow
students who share the public space as well as the people who
work so hard to maintain the positive image of Grand Valley
State University’s campuses. We have a responsibility to not
deliberately do anything to deface or destroy school property.
Simply carving one’s initials or proclaiming your feelings for
someone on a stall door may not seem to significantly downgrade
the value of the university. But as officials in the Department of
Public Safety have said, seeing an area in disrepair can lead to an
attitude where it is acceptable to leave every area in disrepair.
Don’t your thoughts deserve better anyway? If something is
worth spending the time to inscribe it on a bathroom wall — an
environment not typically thought of for ideal writing conditions
— is it not equally worthy of a more public, prominent canvas?
There are various free speech zones on campus where students
are encouraged to speak out about their ideals. Letters to the
editor, blogs and even a Facebook status allow one to put his
or her insights in print and will all get more readership than a
bathroom stall.
Give your ideas and yourself some credit; set your sights higher
and leave your mark on the world in a more deserving place.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR ---------------------------------

GVl / Dan Sills and Shaun Morton

YOUR INSIGHTS--------------------------------------------------------------------------

How would you rate your experience
with GVSU's professors thus far?

“1 would give them
a B+ because 1
have been really
successful in my
major."

"1 would say an A-.
1 have had so many
great professors
here, 1 can't say
anything bad. fhe
minus is for the
couple bad ones
out of a fantastic
group."
Emily Kraft

Junior
Advertising and
Public Relations
Rochester Hills, Mich.

Daniel Rhode

Junior
Music Education
Grosse lie, Mich.

"1 would rate my
experience as an
A. Nearly all the
professors I've
had have been
helpful and good
teachers"

"A-. All of my
professors so far
iove what they do
and always have
the best interests
of their students in
mind*

"1 would give my
GVSU professors
an A because
they care about
their students and
have a passion for
teaching."

i
Jon Havenhill

Julia Colarelli

Rebecca Kolodge

Sophomore
German and English
Brighton, Mich.

Freshman
Undecided
Midland, Mich.

Sophomore
Health Professions
Lapeer, Mich.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR-------------

i

Disappointing reaction to satire
First of ail. I’d like
to congratulate The
Lanthorn on the way
they’ve consistently
given a voice to the
student body on
controversies like these.
Now, as for the nowdubbed ‘sausage-fest’
piece, I must say, I am
thoroughly disappointed
with the reaction.so
far. The one responder
who claimed that the
article was not, by any
means, satire needs to
reassess his position.
The article was NOT
satirizing the appearance
of men, it was satirizing
the superficiality of
the college dating

scene. Those types of
conversations really
do take place on this
campus. While people
aren’t generally that
forthcoming with
their criticisms of the
opposite sex, those sorts
of generalizations are
made by both sexes
about the other every
day. The article also
makes use of the anger
and frustration that single
people feel when we’re
drowned in this greeting
card holiday of love and
romance. It blows it out
of proportion to show the
ridiculousness of what
Valentine’s Day puts us
all through. Those who

feel that Pickell should
apologize need to be
kxiking at why these
types of stereotypes and
feelings exist at all, not at
the person who brought
them into the spotlight.
So for all those offended,
take a step back and
appreciate this wellwritten (outside of the
gross misuse of the term
‘sausage-fest’) piece of
post-feminist satire. You
arc all so quick to defend
the ugly trolls and the
meat-hungry women, but
do not seem willing to
give the writer a break.
Evan Rattenbury
GVSU senior

Students aim action at source of issue
This morning 1 picked
up my usual copy of
the Lanthorn but with a
more specific intent this
time. After last week’s
“Sausage-Fesl” article,
1 was eager to see the
editorial response to
all of the e-mails and
Web site comments that
I was sure followed
Thursday’s printing. I
was disappointed to see
that the editorial pushed
it off as satire (which if it
was, then your columnist
needs a long lesson in
how to write satire; I
suggest she read one of
the letters that were sent
in by her fellow peers)

and was more of a shot
at the students and the
fact that this article was
viewed more times than
the shrxiting of a fellow
classmate, LG BT rights,
or the legalization of
marijuana. The difference
is this: The shtxiting was
widely discussed, easily
asked about, and was
reported by several other
news sources before it
was even printed in the
Lanthorn. LGBT rights
and the legalization of
marijuana arc also easily
found in the news and
on the internet. The
“Sausage-Fest” article
only had one news

source, and I know that
many people were eager
to share it with friends
that don’t attend Grand
Valley and regularly read
the I .an thorn. The staff
and editors know that this
article was a serious blow
to the reputation of the
Lanthorn, because this
morning’s opinion poll
was “Should newspapers
be held accountable for
the opinions of their
columnists?” I am truly
unsurprised that all
printed opinions have
the same answer: That
it is really the opinion
of the people and that
the paper should not

be held accountable. If
this were truly the case,*
then why do newspapers
routinely print retractions
and apologies from their
writers? And even if this
is should be the case, it
is not. Be it next week or
next month, people will
surely forget the name
of the columnist who
wrote the article (if they
even knew it to begin
with), but they WILL
remember its content and
who printed it. Keep that
in mind.
Nikita Bradford
GVSU sophomore
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Valley Vote
Should GVSU ban bottled water on
campus?

Yes: 36.54%

No: 63.46%

This week s question.

Vote online at

Is having 50 Cent on campus a
positive thing for GVSU?

Lanthorn.com

GVL OPINION POLICY ■
The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn opinxm page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley lanthorn.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
letters must include the author's name
and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person,
letters will be checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley Lanthorn
letters appear as space permits each

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns fix length
rcstnetions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
Ihe Grand Valley 1 .an thorn will not be
held responsible for errors that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters or e-mail typographic errors
The name of the author may be withheld
for compelling reasons.
The
a intent,
information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.

Reflections on the bathroom poet
Elijah
Brumback

.J|
-3

While in the men’s
nxim on the second fkxir
of the Zumberge Library
recently, I had some time
to take in the numerous
txles to the lovers written
by various users of this
particular bathroom.
A bounty of
declarations of love grace
the few stall d<xxs, some
inked boldly and robustly,
others painstakingly
carved into the aluminum
(these deserve a certain
respect based solely on
effort).
While I sat there,
my thoughts began
to get away from me
as I thought of the
eccentricities and
tfxxight processes of the
wofdsmilhs who penned
ballads such as, “I love
Melissa” and “Erica is
Hott” (mind the use of
two t’s). When I gathered
my thoughts, I promised
to explore theses scribes
in further detail.
I posed certain
questions to myself. What
inspires one to think
of a lover while on the
toilet? Do these poets
always have a pen on
their person? Do these
admonitions mean any
less given their location,
or do they mean more ?

Then I tlxxight about
the unpredictability
of inspiration and the
hxilhardy ways of
someone under the
influence of true love.
Can we really judge those
passionate souls who
cannot quell their passion
for their significant other?
I say no! If love strikes,
set it free! It must be let
free, for repressed love
turns the heart’s bkxxl
sour and fosters perverse
deviancy in the mind. This
has been d<x;umented
and is sometimes found
in various media often
ass<x:iatcd with grotesque
criminal acts. In a small
way, these seemingly
bombastic sonnets offer
a release that scope
expands with thoughtful
consideration.
It goes without
question that love needs
no context to exist. On
the wall of a bathnxim
may not be where a lover
would request his or her
beauty be evoked, but
in being written there it
serves an even greater
purpose. In reading the
words “Jennifer Forever.”
one is lead to thoughts
of their own lover or
whom they might wish
to love. They may not
be directly conscious
thoughts, but somewhere
in the subconscious, the
musings wait to be sprung
from a mind aroused by
desire. In short, the work
stimulates thinking from

the heart.
The poets who
consciously expel the
effort to multitask serve
the art of poetry in the
purest way. They arc
not just simple men
performing human
functions. They are
champions of love. Please
take note that by no
means am I suggesting
those who pen these
peculiar (xies share much
of the same capacity for
revelation as the great
romantic era poets such
as Wordsworth. Blake
or Keats. Still, I find
their nature to share a
common dutifulness.
They arc written because
they must be written.
Examination beyond that
is not perfunctory. What
is essential is that they arc
read.
It has occurred to me
that using the written
word to emote on love
has become somewhat
obsolete and decadent
in the face of modem
technology. The words, “I
love you" just don't seem
to carry the same weight
as they once did. When
I'm home and overhear
my 16-year-old brother
tell his then girlfriend of
the week. “I love you.”
I get sick to my stomach
and highly enraged. So

then who am I to judge ’
his love? As a human who
feels emotion he must be
capable, but nevertheless
I remain suspect of his •
motives.
So, as inquisitive as
I might be to the merits
of bathnxim piwtry,
I am moved (no pun
intended) to refrain front
judgment. In fact, I value
the “bathnxim poets’”
existence if, for nothing
else, entertainment.
Many things in this world
seem to have no laiger
purpose or exist to serve’
some greater ideal. Most
intellectual and freethinking people might
label bathnxim poetry as
one of those things. The
tniuble is we may not
always be so objective,
hence the existence of .

much so that on occasion
I offer him violence, but

ebrumhatic®lanthnm/t*ti

hindsight, regret and
the dying art of writing 1
love. I urge you to dash *
out judgment next time
you glance over these "
"bathnxim poets’’ and *
perhaps you too may be
struck to relieve yourself
(of divine inspiration, that
is).
“With a great poet
the sense of Beauty
’
overcomes every
other consideration,
or rather obliterates all considerationJohn *
Keats

See more: Visit Lanthorn.com

for Zee Fossett's column
••
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CHARACTER CLOSE-UP: GVSU STUDENT DANIEL WADDELL

Marine veteran reflects on transition to life at GV
By Jeff Me George
-

GVL Staff Writer

At 27, Daniel Waddell does not look like a
\ Marine veteran. Some might say he ikies not lixik
! oldenoughtobeaManne.
Outgoing and accommodating, Waddell comes
' oft as a confident, easy-going college student.
\ There is a hint, of physical strength in the broad
shoulders beneath his winter jacket, but he is by
no means the butch-haircut, linebacker stereotype
i of a Marine vet.
r. He is genuinely willing to discuss anything
about himself and his experiences unless they
make him feel as if he is bragging in even the
smallest way.
“I don’t look at it like I’m sacrificing, like I’m
giving this to be here,” Waddell said of his service.
“1 kind of get embarrassed some times when word
gets out that I'm a Marine and people come up to
me and thank me for my service. I kind of brush
U off. I guess you’re welcome to, but it kind of

what they were doing while 1 was there, 1 have no
idea what ’s going on now,” he said.
The young Marine spent the seven months
of his second tour of duty in Anbar province in
the west of Iraq. Anbar is widely accepted to be
the most dangerous province in Iraq and was
considered the center of the insurgency. Major
confrontations were centered in the cities of
Fallujah and Ramadi, the capitol of the province.
Waddell’s unit spent most of its time near
Ramadi.
“... Mortar attacks, pop shots, IED’s. I’m not
gonna sit here and talk like I’m all salty,” hee said.
‘To me what I think I’ve seen is nothing, minimal.
I have some friends who, on the other note, they
were just at a different location at a different time
and it was just... you know, so much worse.”

Waddell said he always knew he was in danger,
but he never felt as if the situation was out of
control or he was unprepared. He said he learned
to not spend too much time thinking about it and
U) rather focus on what they learned in Raining
and staying aware.

(nakes me feel awkward.”
However, the truth remains, Waddell has
“You just start hearing booms!” he said of the
experienced a lot and it is the
mortar attacks. “Obviously you
kind of experience to which few
“Those that paid
can tell how close or how far
can truly relate.
away they are, but you just go
the ultimate price,
- The Grand Valley Stale
inside your protective bunkers or
they paid the
University student is a Marine
barriers or whatever and kind of
Veteran, a demolition combat
greatest sacrifice of ride it out.”
engineer whose job meant hunting
Waddell, was reluctant to
all..."
down and sometimes destroying
exaggerate any of the combat,
what everyone else was trying
often dismissing it as part of the
DANIEL WADDELL
to avoid — namely improvised
job and definitely not anything
GVSU STUDENT VETERAN
explosive devices.
about which to brag.
Waddell is an encyclopedia
He got most excited when
of acronyms, most of which
talking about the positive affect the U.S. military
spell death: RC- IED’s, SVB’s, PhTN,C4,TNT.
has had on the lives of Iraqis and some of the
The veteran said spotting the devices was often
humanitarian work his unit contributed. Waddell
impossible.
said his unit spent a good deal of its time working
He said he would scan the road for trip wires
for the community’s benefit.
or someone with a remote device, but the most
“Sometimes it’s as simple as cleaning up a
deadly explosives were difficult to spot. Triggered
section of town.” He said. “Doing little things to
by a “pressure plate” buried beneath the ground,
just bring back the day-to-day life ... like repairing
these were often found the hard way.
a building or building a soccer field.”
“And those weren’t the worst either,” he said.
Waddell also had a lot to say about Iraqis in
“The secondary is the one you have to watch out
general and the spectacular scenery.
for.”
“The thing that I don’t know if you’ll get,
“Secondaries” are explosives meant to
if you talk to other vets, I saw a lot of beautiful
detonate after the initial blast when Marines exit
stuff over there,” he said. “That’s something
their vehicles. Waddel said this was the most
you’ll never hear about. There are other things
dangerous time for the Marines because they have
that are amazing to see, too, like a sense of
to secure the surrounding area on foot to protect
pride and community that is overwhelming ...
civilians.
overwhelming, like they really love who they are
“'The enemy is constantly adapting, that is

Courtesy Photo / Daniel Waddell

Daniel Waddell, a Marine veteran, is one of the founding members of GVSU's student-veteran group.
and where they’re from ... Imagine driving down
the street here and seeing every 10,15,20 feet just
flag after flag after flag.”
Waddell added he is extremely proud of his
service and credits the Marines with helping
to provide some stability and normalcy for
people who had not experienced it in a long
time. However, he was reluctant to say he was
responsible for any part of helping it happen.
Also, he said the transition back to school was
not seamless.
Waddell studies supply chain management at
GVSU and lives in Grand Rapids with his wife
Sarah, who works for a pharmaceutical company.
He is on the dean’s list and said he enjoys his
classes and is impressed overall by GVSU. Yet,
he struggles to relate to the younger students who
do not seem to want to be there.
Waddell is also one of the founding members
of GVSU’s student-veteran’s organization.
Officially recognized in January, the group has
more than 20 members and is growing.
“Dan’has been involved in the organization
since before its inception,” said John Koch from
the GVSU’s veteran network. “He was one of the
first students to contact me and helped push the
creation of the organization.”
Koch said the veteran’s group currently works
with faculty to organize a 5k “Fun Run” for

Vietnam Veterans Welcome Home Day, which is
March 28.
Waddell said he is enthusiastic about how the
idea Iras been received and looks forward to the
event.
These days, he tries, often in vain, to stay in
contact with “his boys,” most of whom are now
in Afghanistan. Waddell said they are simply
too busy and there is not the communication
infrastructure he was used to in Iraq.
Waddell is solemn when he talks of his friends
overseas and is concerned for their safety.
He is familiar with military funerals and his
eyes grow watery when reminiscing.
“Those that paid the ultimate price, they paid
the greatest sacrifice of them all, regardless of
what people think or how they believe,” he said.
‘To me, that’s my definition of a hero. They made
the absolute, greatest sacrifice. That’s the most
unselfish thing anyone can do.”
Waddell does not consider himself on the same
level of heroics.
Regardless of how he sees himself, Waddell
did volunteer to put himself in the same line of fire
as these men and could have met the same result.
His answer to this idea was characteristic: no
bravado.
“Yeah, it’s heads or tails ...” he said.
jmi%eorf>e@ lanthorn £om

Wellness Retreat focuses
on well-being for GVSU
Event offers chocolate yoga, work-out sessions to help beat blues

GVL Archive

A member of the ski and snowboard team competes in a downhill event in a past year.

By Tracy Gershon
GVL Staff Writer
Those suffering from a case of
.the winter blues can find relief this
Saturday at the Wellness Retreat.
Held from 10 ajn. to 1 pjn. in
the Fieldhousc Arena, the event
•will consist of work-out sessions,
workshops and health screenings,
among other programs.
The goal of the Wellness Retreat
is to bring awareness to students,
faculty and staff about campus
programs and opportunities that
incorporate well-being and healthy
lifestyles at Grand Valley State
University and in the surrounding

these issues.”
Unique programs on the roster for
this year include “Chocolate Yoga,” a
yoga session that will use the taste of
chocolate and meditation to increase
the physical and mental senses. Also
unique is the workshop, “Beating the
Winter Blues,” which will offer a
discussion on how to stay happy and
healthy during the winter months.
“Each lecture or workshop gives a
new way to increase personal health
that will carry into the everyday life,
impmving all aspects of a student’s
life including academics, stress
management and social confidence,”
Lcflcr said.

Although this retreat is only four
hours, it will provide awareness of
resources available on campus after
the event is over, such as exercise
passes for some of the classes
showcased at the retreat. Most of the
resources used as part of the retreat
are also available on campus for
faculty, staff and students.
*
“This event is important because
it allows people to take a break out of
a long winter to focus on themselves
for a few hours in order to help
manage stress and do something
fun!” Kennett said.
tgershon @ lanthorn rom

community.
“The Wellness Retreat is an event
that gives participants the chance
to create their own, personalized
interactive retreat,” said Kelsy Lcflcr,
Campus Recreation marketing and
graphic design intern. “Over a threehour period, there will be a variety of
workshops and health-related lectures
that can be mixed and matched.”
This retreat began as a small
yoga retreat through the Women's
Center. When the retreat began
gaming recognition as an important
event on campus due to interest and

yoga-focused event.
“This event is a very good idea
because I am sure there are a lot of
individuals that want to get started on
a healthier lifestyle but don’t really
know how,” said sophomore Carly
Dike. “This event is the perfect step
in showing them the ropes.”
The GVSU community members
who pre-register for the event pay
$5, increasing to $7 at the door.
“Being
alert
and
energetic
in class is going to contribute to
what a student can put into and
get out of their coursework and
extracurricular activities," said I>aura
Kcnnctt, associate director of fitness
Wellness

through

Campus

.Recreation. “Eating right, getting
physical activity, managing stress
and maintaining social ties are very
important parts in maintaining well
being. The variety of workshops
offered at the retreat helps address
• • • •
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By Brittney Mestdagh
GVL Staff Writer
With the start of the Winter Olympics,
a team of Grand Valley State University
students is not just sitting on the couch
watching the competition.
Starting in January, the Ski and
Snowboard team hit the slopes of four
venues throughout Michigan. Last
weekend, the team traveled to Marquette,
Mich.,for regionals,completing the fiveweek season.
Senior Alexandria Hutchins, die
president of the Ski and Snowboard
team, said the organization, formed as
the Ski Club in the ‘60s, is one of the
oldest at GVSU.
She has competed in skiing four years
with the team. It is where she met all her
friends, she said.
The oiganizalion doubled in size from
last year with currently 35 members.
It incorporates members participating
in four separate teams based on gender
and sport, widi each category evenly
distributed, said senior Jenni Cichewicz.
Snowhoarding
for
nine
years,
Cichewicz. has competed at GVSU four
years. Although she hail prior experience,
she said there are no tryouts to join. She
recalled a girl who never snowboarded
before who went to a competition. She
learned as she went, she said.
“Everyone is easy going,” Cichewicz
added. “If you have never done it before,
then we will help.”
Junior Amanda Stuecher found this
out. While she has skied her whole life,
snowboarding was a new experience.
“It was easy to pick up, and I learned
to love it,” she said.
Skiing is more competitive than
snowhoarding, Stuecher said. She added
she felt more comfortable snowhoarding
because it is more laid back. She
attributed this to more high school skiing

increasing participants, it became an
overall wellness retreat instead of a

and

Ski, snowboard team wraps up
season, recruits members

Photo Illustration / Brian B. Snvald

This weekend's Wellness Retreat offers students tips to a healthy lifestyle

teams than snowboarding.
More snowboarders are also trying it
for the first time, but they improve each
time they compete, Hutchins said.
“It is as competitive as you make it,”

she said.
There are few requirements to join:
paying dues and showing up. This
year’s members paid $350 in dues. This
covered hotels, lift tickets and racing
fees for all the venues. Stuecher said the
dues fluctuate every year depending on
the number of members and fundraising
efforts.
Members then only have to show
up and compete. They can compete
on Saturday and Sunday afternoons in
several events including alpine style,
freestyle, boardercross and skiercross.
For snowboarders and skiers, alpine
style involves the participant maneuvering
through gates going downhill to get the
fastest time. In freestyle, a participant
uses objects such as jumps, rails and
boxes to perform tricks. Judges consider
performance, not time.
Boardercross
involves
four
participants going downhill at the same
time performing off jumps and other
obstacles. Skiercross is the equivalent
to boardercross for skiers going over
jumps and through gates. Participants
are judged on time, although these two
events include freestyle obstacles.
The top throe individual times are
added together to get the team score,
Hutchins said.
Several weekends ago the girl’s
snowboarding team took second place.
Cichewicz took first place in slopestyle,
a form of freestyle, in Marquette.
Members compete against other
team members and other colleges
including Michigan State University,
the University of Michigan and Central
Michigan University.
The current size of the team is average
compared to the majority of college
teams. However, the team is always
looking for new members.
“If you just love to he outdoors and
want to have a good time, this is the club
for you,” Hutchins said.
Interested
stiulcnts can
contact
Stuecher at stucchea(S>mail gvsu .edu.
bmestdafth® lanthorn rom
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GVSU to ‘turn The Hardy
Boys on their heads’

[Student directors, actors perform
series of

. v>u.v

Detective duo
makes humorous
attempt to solve
‘mastery of where
babies come from ’

One Act

By Josh Brunsting
•

Opposites collide in
Albee's 'Zoo Story'
■ ~jr.

v

•

’ X''t'

Problems of lower,
upper class men
‘put in same cage ’
hold true today
By Haley Otman
GVL A&E Editor
One
of
America’s
favorite
playwrights said, “I wrote ‘The
Zoo Story,’ and I had a very odd
sensation: ‘This isn’t bad. This may
even be individual.’”
Grand Valley State University
student director Evin Anderson, to
put it modestly, agrees that Edward
Albee’s famous “Zoo Story” was not
“My main aspect has been to
focus it on, ‘What did the playwright
want out of this?”’ Anderson said.
He has worked with a group of all
students on “Zoo Story” as part of
the Performance Studio series of
student-directed one-act plays.
So
throughout
the
whole
preparation
process,
Anderson
constantly thought back to what
Albee would want “Zoo Story” to
be.
“You gotta have faith in the
playwright, so when they say this
person is nervous ... the playwright’s
gonna know better than the director,”
directors trust their playwright.”
To exercise this trust, he focused
his work on his favorite Albee
quote: “One must let the play
happen to one; one must let the
mind loose to respond as it will, to
receive impressions, to sense rather
than know, to gather rather than
immediately understand.”
To help Anderson “let the play
happen,” he turned to his student
actors
and
behind-the-scenes
players.
One actor' who relied heavily
on Albee’s words in building his
character for the show was Aaron

Sohaski,

who

plays

the

role

of

Peter.
“My favorite part of the play is
the interplay and awkwardness with
regards to the relationship between
(main characters) Peter and Jerry,”
Sohaski said. “The stark contrasts
make for some great comedy and
drama intertwined throughout the
dialogue.”
“Zoo Story” tells the tale of two
seemingly opposite men in Ihe ‘50s
who end up being “put in the same
cage,” Anderson said.
Jerry is a lower-class extrovert
who feels he is always a step behind
from the rest of the country, with
their new TVs and appliances.
Sohaski’s Peter is an upper-middle
class conservative man living in the
perfect auciear family, who thinks
the whole world
living the same
dream as him.
“Having these two people meet
ends up triggering this breakdown
of illusions,” Anderson said. “Those
cages you see at the zoo are a symbol
of the barriers we put up.”
Anderson
jumped
at
the
opportunity to be involved with
“Zoo Story,” a play written in the
mid- 1900s that is still relevant
today, he said.
“It’s not a preachy piece ...
it’s more of a perspective type of
thing,” he said, because we ,are
currently in a recession in 2010. “It
will help people (who thiqk they are
unaffected by the recession) get a
perspective of the real world.”
“Zoo Story” will be performed
at 7:30 p.m. on Feb. 25. Additional
performances
will
be
Feb. 26
and 27, also at 7:30 p.m. All
performances will take place in
the Louis Armstrong Theatre in the
Performing Arts Center, along with
“The Hardy Boys and the Mystery of
Where Babies Come From.” Tickets
to see both plays cost $6 for general

GVL Staff Writer

Where do babies come from?
This very question is at the root of
a one-act play making its way to the
Grand Valley State University stage on
Feb.25.
GVSU student Sarah McDowell
will direct “The Hardy Boys and the
Mystery of Where Babies Come From,”
written by Christopher Durang.
The piece follows the famous
Hardy brothers, Frank and Joe, on their
adventure to find out what “a bun in
the oven” means and how this concept
relates to one Nancy Drew.
“This piece is,a comedic one-act
play, which takes the idea of The Hardy
Boys and sort of turns it on its head,”
McDowell said. “It’s a ‘w hat if’ kind of
story, that looks at what would happen
if Nancy Drew was pregnant, and the
Hardy Boys, at their most naive, didn’t
know what ‘a bun in the oven’ truly
meant.”
The play stars a student cast led
by Joe Cox and Ari Beighley as the
brothers Joe and Frank Hardy.
“1 had heard about this through
an open casting call from the theatre
department, and I couldn’t have asked
for a better experience,” Cox said. “It’s
a really great cast and just a really great
project overall. (I) couldn’t be more
glad to have been a part of it.”

While the piece does allow for the
crowd to have quite a few laughs, it is
a pretty difficult piece for the actors to
perform just right.
“1 love getting to know just
how weird the cast 1 work with is,”
Beighley said. “Not only that, but the
piece is an interesting one to try to
perform because it is so hilarious and
inappropriate that it’s really hard to not
break out in laughter during various
parts of the performance.”
The process of getting this to the
stage has been a long one.
“To get this play to the stage, there
were many steps that had to be taken,”
McDowell said. “First, there is an
application process, in which I had
to prepare a director’s concept. From
there, the theater faculty chose which
two they wanted to put together, and
they just happened to choose this
one.”
McDowell said directing the play
has been quite the experience.
“I could not have asked for a better
cast to work with, and this is truly a
one-of-a-kind chance,” she said. “It’s a
hilarious piece, and one that is not only
fun to perform, but it’s one that I hope
students really get a kick out of.”
“The Hardy Boys and the Mystery
of Where Babies Come From” will be
performed Feb. 25 , 26 and 27 at 7:30
p.m. in the Louis Armstrong Theater in
the Performing Arts Center.
Tickets are on sale now for $6 and
will be available at the door for $7.
“I really hope people come out to
see this performance,” McDowell said.
“It’s one that I think anyone could
really get a kick out of. I know we all
have.”

jbrunsting@lanthorn .com
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Sarah McDowell

direct Christopher Durang's one-act play based on the Hardy Boys.
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Boys" play will be performed along with one-act play "Zoo Story."
CourtPhoto I David Hopp
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'The Hardy Boys" play will run Feb. 25-27 at 7:30 p.m in the Louis Armstrong Theater

admission.
For more information, visit http://
www.gvsu.edu/thcatre.
arts® fonthorn rom

joe Cox and Ari Beighley lead the cast as joe and Frank in the one-act comedy.
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Sports in Brief

Florida a hot spot for
Spring Break athletics
Several Grand Valley State
University athletic programs
plan to spend Spnng Break
participating in competitive
action in Florida.
'The baseball team will
spend two weeks in Winter
Haven, Fla., for several double
headers while the softball team
spends the break in Clermont,
Fla., competing against a slew
of non-conference opponents.

iiciuding

Both the men’s and women’s
tennis teams will travel to
Orlando, Fla., for the week,
taking on unfamiliar opponents
in preparation for the upcoming
season.
The men’s and women’s
swim teams will compete in
Detroit in the NCAA Division II
National Championship meet.
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M7W. Track and Field
Grand Rapids Championships,
4 p.m.
- W. Tennis at DePauw
University, 4:30 p.m.
- M. Hockey vs. Wright State
University, 9 p.m.
- W. Hockey vs. University of
Michigan, 9 p.m.
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Saturday
- W. Hockey vs. University of
Michigan, 1 p.m.
- W. Basketball at Saginaw
Valley State University, 5 p.m.
- M. Basketball at Saginaw
Valley State University, 7 p.m.
- M. Hockey vs. Wright State
University, 8 p.m.

- M7W. Tennis
Univesity, 1:30 p.m.
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Follow LanthornSports
on Twitter for up-tothe-minute coverage of
Laker games, players
and coaches

Check out "The Lakers
Sideline Report" on
Lanthorn.com where
Justin Hoff takes you
on and off the field
with your favorite
GVSU athletes.

Coach Boyce gives autistic high ;
schooler college swim experience!
By Curtis Kalleward
GVL Staff Writer
Grand Valley State University’s
swimming and diving head coach
Andy Boyce has had his plate filled
with several big entrees throughout this
athletic season.
The women s team began the year as
the conference target after claiming the
title in 2009 before hitting a few speed
bumps early. The men’s team fought
hard to regain the top conference spot
it previously held in 2008.
During the midst of the hullabaloo,
however, Boyce made sure to keep
himself and the team active in
contributions toward the community.
A Grandville High School teen
named Jessie, diagnosed with autism,
is training for the Special Olympics.
She always dreamed of swimming
and practicing with a college team, and
thanks to Boyce, she was able to realize
that dream.
“Jessie just really loves swimming,”
Boyce said. “She swam at Grandville
last year and I spoke with her teacher
about participating with us. She came
out to some practices and attended a
couple of txir meets and met the team
We started talking afxxit things that she
wanted to do and she mentioned that
she always wanted to be able to train
with a college swim team.”
The Region III Transition Program

of
Grandville
Public
Schools worked with Boyce
to coordinate the training.
Bryant Domina,one man involved with
Region III, raved about the atmosphere
Boyce created for Jessie.
“We can create the framework for
the program and provide activities and
structure for the students, but there are
some things that we cannot create,” he
said. “One of those things is the actual
interactkxi with a college-age peer that
Coach Boyce provided fix us.”
Boyce said he was happy to help
Jessie train with the team.
“We set it up so that she could
come in Monday mornings and get in
the pool with the team,” he said. “She
came four or five times and we were
able train with her. It really made her
day being able to do that .”
Domina mentioned one of the
things his students strive fix is a feeling
of normalcy.
“Our program serves oxxlerately
mentally impaired students from 1821,” he said. “One of the components
that we wanted to include was a college
experience fix our students.”
Senior Nick Carley, who volunteers
with Region III. said the experiences
give him a different perspective of the
world around him.
“Volunteering with them is always a
great way to see how some people don’t
have the same fortunes that everyone

else has,” he said. “I like trying to help
give them the opportunity to do those
things and be like everyone else.”
Boyce has had plenty of experience
with mentally handicapped students
since his days at Grand Rapids
North view High School.
“I’ve done a lot of interim coaching
with students who are mentally
disabled,” he said. “My neighbor on

the swim team when I was growing;
up had Down syndrome. I took him to!
morning practices my senior year of
high school.”
The leakers are oflf until the
beginning of March when they travel
to Canton, Ohio, for the Division II
National Championship meet.
ckollewonl<S> lanthorn rom
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The swim teams have helped a local high schooler train for the Special Olympics
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Weekend sports bonanza turns into tragedy, disappointment

!

Have you ever seen a

preview to a movie and
found yourself counting
down the days until it hits
theaters? You’re so excited
about it, when it finally
comes, you base your entire
weekend around it. Now
what if it came out as a
total flop — as in, standin-line-for-hours-to-watchTransformers 2 kind of
flop.
Well, that more or less
sums up this past weekend
in sports.
The Winter Olympics.
The NBA dunk contest.

The Daytona 500 ... well,
if you’re into that sort of
thing. Last weekend was
supposed to possibly be
the most exciting sports
weekend for the entire year.
Before it even began,
the weekend wore a shroud
of tragedy. The celebration
and fanfare the Opening
Ceremony traditionally
brings was overshadowed
by the passing of Georgian
luger Nodar Kumaritashvili,
who was supposed to be
one of only eight athletes
to proudly represent the
western European country.
Each reminder of the loss
made the ceremonies
difficult to watch and cast a
shadow of sorrow that still
overhangs the games.
Saturday brought
the NBA dunk contest,

an hour-long festivity
that in the past featured
legends such as Dr. J,
MJ and Dominique. This
year's contestants were,
drumroll please ... Gerald
Wallace, Shannon Brown,
DeMar DeRozan and Nate
Robinson? Having pseudo
stars such as DeRozan
participate in what is
supposed to be the pinnacle
of Saturday's skills
competitions is similar to
watching the Papa John’s
Bowl instead of the Rose
Bowl. You might still tune
in, but you’d rather see the
big boys play.
Nate Robinson ended
up winning. His recordbreaking third of his
career and on a pretty
underwhelming dunk. Stop
the presses!

Not even NASCAR
could get things right.
1 thought it would be
relatively simple for them
- get 40-some cars on
a big track and let them
turn left a bunch. That’s
pretty much it. But they,
too, found a way to turn
one of the biggest racing
weekends of the year into
a disaster by allowing their
track to develop massive
tire-destroying potholes.
Potholes!? What is this,
1-96?
That’s right, the Daytona
500 was delayed two
separate times for almost
two and a half hours
because the track was torn
apart by the cars it carried.
That'd be like delaying an
NBA finals game because
Kobe Bryant kicked up a

few of the floorboards on
the way up and over Rajon
Rondo’s head for a dunk.
The weekend didn’t go
well here at Grand Valley
State University either.
The women’s and men’s
basketball teams combined
to lose three of their four
games, and two scheduled
men’s hockey games were
canceled because snow
prevented the team’s
opponents from leaving
Maryland.
Sure that’s no good,
but when our dodgeball
team loses, there must be
something awry in the
sports world. The team
hadn’t dropped a game
since 2006, which means
if you’re not a senior, they
haven’t lost since before
you enrolled — or applied.

And they lost to Central
Michigan? I thought the
only thing Central could
throw was parties.
Here’s to hoping sports
are on the road to recovery.
I hope the Olympics can
trudge on beyond the
tragedy and find some
more rays of light before it
closes up shop. 1 hope the
NBA will realize it has two
options: get real all-stars
in the dunk contest (thanks
for backing out, LeBron),
or scrap the thing alltogether. I hope NASCAR
can construct a race course
that has fewer holes in it
than an argument against
gravity. And finally, 1 hope
the dodgeball team is on
their way to another fouryear winning streak.
gmonahan @ lanthorn .com

Controlling ‘different personalities’ vital in IM
Intramural officials taught to focus on consistency, diffusing hostile situations when refereeing games
By Jared Greenleaf
GVL Senior Reporter
Basketball is no doubt
a highly emotional sport,
which in turn makes it one
Of the more popular. This
pmotion, however, manifests
itself in varying ways with
varying personalities.
• For the officials and
supervisors
involved,
controlling
these
different
personalities
is pertinent
to the job.
John Rosick,

here that people have the
right to disagree with your
call,” he said. “You kind of
have to check your pride
at the door and understand
you’re going to be disagreed
with. To realize if you call
one way down at one end of

the court, you need to make
sure a similar play is called
on the other
end
of
the
“(Officiating
court.”

intramurals has)
given me the
chance to work
with people...
and help people
get better at what
they're doing.”

Since

moving from
Pennsylvania
to
Michigan
more than six
years
ago,
Rosick
has
assistant
worked
his
director
of
way
up
the
I ntram u ra I
officiating
$ports
JACOB TAYKOWSKI
ladder.Rosick,
at
Grand
GVSU SENIOR
a
certified
Valley State
official,
has
University,
officiated
stresses
intramural
several
games as well as high school
important
aspects
in
basketball in the Ottawa
training
necessary
to
Kentwood Conference.
help young officials deal
Rosick
said
his
with
sometimes
volatile
high
school
officiating
situations.
experience, as well as help
“What I try to train my
from
qualified
officials
officials is the importance
in
West
Michigan,
has
of the game management
benefited
the
intramural
aspect,’’ he said. “It is one
program.
thing to get every call right
“Through
that
and look good out there as
involvement
(with
local
an official, but it’s those
associations), we’ve been
intangible things
which
able to get good training
really set you apart from
with other high
school
different personalities.”
officials around the state,”
In terms of the training
he said, “We’ve been able
methods
for
certain
to work with other officials
instances,
Rosick
said
in West Michigan and to
consistency is the toughest
have those individuals in
thing to teach.
our training really shows
“I try to tell the officials

our students how serious we
are about it, and I think it
helps them focus on doing
the best job possible out
there.”
Rosick
and
his
staff
have used rigorous methods
to
help
train
referees
to be ready for various
occurrences.
“It’s been pretty cool
for
us,”
said
senior
intramural supervisor Jacob
Taykowski, who has been
on
Rosick’s staff since

his freshman year. “It’s
really helped us in terms
of learning how to diffuse
situations and dealing with
different personalities. If
it’s a hostile environment
or somebody is involved
in a fight, with the training
we’ve had, we know how
to deal with those types of
situations.”
Taykowski said he has
valued
several
lessons
through his time with the
intramural program.

“It’s been a really great
experience for me and it’s
gave me a way to do what 1
like to do, which is sports,”
he said. “It’s given me the
chance to work with people
and bounce ideas off of
each other and help people
to get better at what they’re
doing.”
As for athletes involved
in different situations, there
is a general respect when
the intensity is relatively
high.

“Forme, 1 don’t really pay
attention to (the officials)
out there,” said junior Devin
Vermeersh,
who
plays
intramural basketball. “It’s
not like they’re perfect and
they’re going to get every
call exactly right. They’re
obviously out there trying
to do their best, and that’s
what I respect.”
The intramural basketball
playoffs are set to begin
next week.
j%reenleaf@ lanthorn .com

GVL / Brian B. Stvald

John Rosick, assistant director of Intramural Sports at GVSU, is a certified official who helps train students to officiate the university's
intramural games. There are 13 different winter sports available through intramurals, each requiring trained officials to referee.
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CLASSIFIED RATES

DEADLINES: Noon Friday for Monday, Noon Wednesday for Thursday
E mail your dassrffeds: lassifieds^lanthorncom

Services

Housing

Teacher Candidates: Fulfill
your CPR requirements in
one afternoon for $60. Call
Grand Rapids Healthcare at
616-723-0463

The Village at 48 West. Stop
in Today! Rates starting at
only $395! 616.895.2400 or
www.48west.com for more
info

Employment

Boltwood Apartments
Now Leasing. 1 and 2 bed
room. Walk ins welcome.
616 895 5875
randres@accesspmgroup.co
m______________________

Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience
necessary. Training provided.
Age
18+
Okay.
Call
1-800-965-6520. ext. 226.
Summer Therapy Camp for
children with physical dis
abilities looking for enthusi
astic responsible people to
fill positions as counselors,
waterfront/nature/arts and
crafts/recreation instructors,
food service, and auxiliary.
Must love children. June 13August 8. Salary, room and
boar, and experience of a
lifetime provided. Download
application:
www.baycliff.org. for more
information call or e-mail
3459314/baycliff@baycliff.org
For Sale
a TI-84 Plus graphing calcu
lator. Used for Stats 215 for
one semester, and I will
never use it again. New/on
Ebay for upwards of $80.
Asking $60. Has cable. No
manual or cd. E-mail me @
gallagja@student.gvsu.edu
if interested.

$rand \MUrp lantliani
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2 Issues min.
3-4 Issues
5+ Issues
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Add, subtract, multiply or divide the
8 numbers - m any order - to equal
the number in the diamond below.
Use each of the 8 numbers, only
once! (You may use parentheses
and/or brackets to solve the
equation, if necessary.)
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Get photos of your favorite sports, campus events,
entertainment and more...

See Answers at

Prices start

Lanthorn.com

Get your news online at
•Magnets
•Playing Cards
•Mug*
• Mouse pads

Lanthorn.com
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and leave some feedback.

It’s ndt ouf in the open, but

GRIEF

INHERE

1 out of 3 college students experienced the illness
or loss of a family member or close friend in the
last year. Talk about loss and help your friends
in need by starting a National Students of AMF
Support Network Chapter at your school.

TalkAboutLoss.org

Pick up an application at the
Lanthorn office in lower Kirkhof.

Your
Ad
Here

2

8
8

lONUNEl

6
i

5

7

Rooms for rent in large two
story house close to down
town. 5 minutes from Pew
campus. Newly remodeled.
$370/mo includes gas, elec
tric, and water/ sewer. Call
Marcie (810)610-5132

FREE

331-2460

6

8

5
1

5

2

Calls taken Monday-Fnday, 9-4

3

6
3

MO.00 per week up to 25 words,
Each additional word 25C

3

8

4

9
5

Allendale Campus

5

8
5

7

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:

3

2
2

Copper
Beech
Townhomes...the
most
space for the best price! 1, 2,
3, or 4 bedroom units! Lo
cated in Allendale on 48th
Street. Call 616-895-2900 or
visit
copprbeechtownhomes.com
for more information.

3

0051 KIRKHOF

Contact Lindsay @ (616) 331-2484 or
advertising s>lanthorn.com for more details
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'Time to put up or shut up' for GVSU jumpers
This is the third
part in a series
spotlighting the
events of the track
and field team
By Aaron Brandt
GVL Staff Writer

After months of training,
the Grand Valley State Univer
sity indoor track team’s jump
ers will look to see the results
of their work pay off in the next
few weeks.
The jump events consist of
the high jump, long jump and
triple jump.
“1 think that we are making

progress, but we are just wait
ing for the work load to lighten
on the track and in the weight
room," said GVSU jumps
coach Steve Jones. “The indi
vidual successes are going to
come and there’s going to be
some nice marks in these next
two weeks.”
This year’s team is com
prised of a mix of freshmen
and seniors, which is something
senior high jumper Maegan
Doyen said she sees as an ad
vantage.
“Yes, there are a lot of fresh
men, but they can see the se
niors working hard and they
know where they want to be in
four years,” she said. “They are
stepping up because they know

so it’s all about adjusting, hav
we don’t really have anyone in
ing fun and balancing time to
between ”
be successful in the classroom
The transition from high
as well as the
school to colle
track.”
giate jumping
“I say 'make it look
The training
can be a big
program is also
adjustment,
pretty' because as
Jones said.
designed to see
soon as you start
“The fresh
the team peak
trying to get after
at the end of
men are try
ing to figure
the season, just
it... everything's
some
things
in time for the
going to go
out
techni
GL1AC Cham
downhill.”
cally because
pionships and
I do things dif
NCAA Indoor
STEVE JONES
ferently
than
Champion
GVSU JUMPS COACH
other coaches,
ships.
especially
from the high
jumpers, so we
school ranks,” he said. “The
do a lot of lifting,” said senior
nine-month season takes its toll,
high jumper Nate Miller. “The
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intensity is high, but now we are
cutting back on the volume, so
we can keep our legs fresh and
ready for conference to hit our
potential.”
While the jumpers must
work hard in the weight room,
Jones has a more laid-back
appmach to the events them
selves.
“Jumps arc a combination
of speed, explosiveness and
translating what you arc doing
in your running style to a power
position,” he said. “I say ‘make
it look pretty’ because as soon
as you start trying to get after it
and try real hard, everything’s
going to go downhill. ITie phys
ics of the event is going to carry
over more so than just trying to
really rip at it.”
As the conference meet ap
proaches, Jones will Uxik for his
seniors to post big marks.
“My expectations are to
have three conference champi
onships between seniors Nate
(Miller), Ryan (Rademacher),
Megan (Doyen) and Robert

Metellus and Matt Gonleneer,
my triple jumpers,” Jones said.
“We’ve already had some indi
vidual success as far as personal
bests and reaching goals that
they set for themselves earlier
in the season.”
For Miller, the conference
meet on Feb. 26 and 27 is where
all the team’s hard work will
come to fruition.
“This is what matters be
cause we have been training for
months for one meet,” he said.
“Everyone’s got to bring their
‘A’ game because it’s time to
put up or shut up.”
In the end, Jones has several
goals for his team that go be
yond the track.
“I have three goals for each
of my athletes: one is to get their
degree, two is the help the team
be successful and last one is to
be successful themselves,” he
said. “If they’re getting an edu
cation and helping the team be
successful, we’re doing some
thing right.”
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GVSU junior Andrew Post takes a leap during the long jump competition of a past meet. Competing in high jump, long jump and triple
jump, the track and field team's jumpers hope to claim at least Conference Champion titles in their upcoming meet on Feb. 26 and 27.
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Undergraduate and
graduate courses available
online or face-to-face at 12
CMU Centers

Auburn Hills
Clinton Township
Dearborn
East Lansing
Flint

-ms * *

Grand Rapids
Livonia
Saginaw
Southfield
Traverse City

Apply for summer classes
between January 15 and
April 4, 2010 and we'll
waive the $50 application fee!

Troy
Warren

CMU
CMU has the quality classes you need this
summer, in the formats you want:
• Online
• Weekend or evening face-to-face classes
• Compressed terms

CENTRAL MICHIGAN
UNIVERSITY

Go to www.cmich.edu/summer
for promo code.

Applies only to Off Campus A Online guest student
admissions except DHA Does not apply to admission
fees to the Mount Pleasant campus.
CMU is an AA/FO institution (see www cmich edu/aoeo)
www cmkh.edu/offcampus 27428 1/10

OFF-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS
& ONLINE
1

Call 877-268-4636 for more information or
go to www.cmich.edu/summer
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